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Results from ab initio calculations at the CCSD~T! level of theory are presented for krypton
monofluoride ~KrF!, krypton monofluoride cation (KrF1 ), linear, ground-state krypton difluoride
(KrF2 ), the triplet state of krypton difluoride, and the krypton–fluorine van der Waals complex
(Kr–F2 ). These are the first calculations demonstrating that KrF is a bound molecule, in agreement
with experimental observation. When corrected for basis-set superposition error, the calculated
potential displays quantitative agreement with the attractive wall of the experimentally measured
potential curve. Results are also presented for KrF1 and linear KrF2 which yield accurate values for
their dissociation energies. The triplet state of KrF2 is found to have a minimum energy below that
of separated atoms, and its structure is bent, with a small F–Kr–F bond angle ~71 deg!. The van der
Waals complex, Kr–F2 , appears to consist of an unperturbed F2 molecule attached to a krypton
atom in the expected T-shaped structure. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~98!30448-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since their discovery, compounds containing noble-gas
atoms have presented a conceptual challenge to chemistry
because they violate conventional rules of bonding. Krypton
difluoride was among the first of such compounds to be
discovered.1,2 Several quantum chemical studies on this molecule have been published;3–6 early on, the importance of
accounting for electron correlation was emphasized in order
to obtain results consistent with experiment.3
The noble-gas monohalides are a class of compounds
that are even more interesting than the dihalides due to their
spectroscopic properties. The excited electronic states, having principally charge-transfer character, are much more
strongly bound than the ground states to which they radiatively relax. Noble-gas monohalides are now commonly used
as the active media in high-powered ultraviolet gas excimer
lasers. Early ab initio calculations predicted dissociative
ground electronic states for these molecules;7–11 however,
crossed molecular-beam studies clearly show bound ground
states,12,13 though the binding energies are small. Recently
published results of high-level calculations on the halides of
xenon have yielded ground-state potentials in remarkably
good agreement with experimental ones;14 these are the first
such results to be reported for any of the noble-gas monohalides.
Experiments on fluorides of krypton and xenon in lowtemperature matrices suggest that there is another species
which is spectroscopically distinct from either the monofluoride or the well known difluoride. The observed krypton spea!
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cies has fluorescence and excitation spectra similar to, but
still distinguishable from, the clearly identifiable monofluoride, KrF.15 The fluorescence and excitation spectra of the
analogous xenon species, on the other hand, appear to be
entirely different from its corresponding monofluoride,
XeF;16–18 further, this new xenon species displays very interesting relaxation dynamics,18 and can be made to lase
quite readily.19 Hence, it would be useful to understand the
nature of this interesting molecule.
Because the fluorescence of these species appears to be
from charge-transfer-like states, it has been suggested that
these species are the monofluorides of Kr and Xe perturbed
by a nearby fluorine atom.15,17 However, if a fluorine atom is
close enough to perturb the monfluoride species significantly, it may be close enough to bond directly to it. Indeed,
this species with interesting spectroscopic properties may be
a low-lying electronic state of the difluoride which is stable
only at temperatures near 0 K. This may be either the triplet
state of KrF2 or the van der Waals complex, Kr–F2 , neither
of which has clearly been identified experimentally. Either of
these species may have excited charge-transfer states in its
electronic manifold, which could explain the observed spectroscopy. The objective of this paper is to begin testing the
validity of this hypothesis for KrF2 by determining whether
these species are stable using ab initio techniques.
KrF provides an ideal starting point for a study on
weakly-bound species. Until now there has been no ab initio
calculation showing KrF to be a bound molecule. Further, a
potential curve for the ground state of this molecule based on
experimental results20 allows assessment of the quality of the
calculation. For certain basis sets, coupled-cluster theory calculations including singles, doubles, and noniterative triples
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@CCSD~T!# on KrF, with correction for basis-set superposition error ~BSSE!, is seen to give quantitative agreement
with experiment on the attractive wall of the potential. While
this combination of technique and basis sets does not give
particularly good agreement with the experimentally reported bond length and dissociation energy, the fact that the
technique results in a bound molecule at all suggests it is
sufficiently trustworthy to test on other weakly bound species. Additionally, the krypton monofluoride cation, KrF1 ,
and the ground singlet state of KrF2 are studied, yielding
results superior to previous calculations. The result of calculations on the KrF2 triplet are presented; the geometry of its
energy minimum is bent, with a small F–Kr–F bond angle
~71 deg!. Finally, the minimum energy geometry of the
Kr–F2 van der Waals complex is presented.

Hoffman, Swafford, and Cave

FIG. 1. CCSD~T! potential energy curve of KrF using the SHA/WMR basisset combination, with and without BSSE correction, compared with experiment. Experimental curve is from Ref. 20.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All results were obtained using GAUSSIAN 94.21 Most calculations were performed on the Cray C90 at the San Diego
Supercomputer Center ~SDSC!; others were performed on a
Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 workstation.
The basis sets chosen for this study are as follows: For
krypton:
~i!
~ii!

SHA: An all-electron triple-zeta basis set developed
by Schafer, Huber, and Ahlrichs.22,23
EPC-1: The averaged relativistic effective core potential ~ECP! basis set of Christiansen, Ross, Ermler, and
others24 having only 4s and 4 p valence functions; for
these calculations, the valence shells were uncontracted.

Both of these basis sets were augmented by two d ~exponents 0.612 and 0.182!25 and one f ~exponent 0.40!6 polarization subshells, and diffuse s and p subshells ~exponents
0.063 4 and 0.033 0, respectively!.
For fluorine:
~i!

~ii!

HUZ: Huzinaga’s ~73/7! basis set for fluorine25 with
the outer s and p subshells doubly split augmented
with two d polarization subshells ~exponents 3.559
and 0.682!25 and s and p diffuse subshells ~exponents
0.123 and 0.060 1, respectively!.
WMR: A basis set of atomic natural orbitals ~ANOs!
developed by Widmark, Malmqvist, and Roos23,26
which includes all orbitals through principle quantum
number n55 except for the 5g subshell; this basis set
was used as is, without splitting or augmentation.

The method chosen for calculation was CCSD~T!.27 As
has been noted elsewhere in the context of XeF,14 inclusion
of the effect of triples greatly improves the quality of the
calculated potential over that of CCSD. Additionally, the calculated energies were usually corrected by subtracting the
BSSE calculated using the counterpoise method.28,29 While
not an exact predictor of BSSE, the counterpoise method
ought to give a semiquantitative estimate of its effects, which
is necessary to avoid results artificially biased toward dissociation energies that are too large.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. KrF

Previous calculations on KrF, performed at the SCF-CI
level, did not result in a ground-state potential with a
minimum.7,9,10 The studies by Dunning and Hay,9–11 however, did reveal a great deal of information about the excited
charge-transfer states of this and other noble-gas monohalides, much of which is still quite valuable. Until very
recently,14 there have been no attempts to apply more modern techniques to this general problem. Our objective is to
find an ab initio technique capable of producing a groundstate potential for KrF which is bound. It is hoped that such
a technique is sufficiently trustworthy to be predictive with
regard to species which have not been definitively identified
in experiment, unlike KrF.
Figure 1 shows the calculated potential curves for KrF
using the SHA/WMR basis-set combination, both with and
without BSSE correction. The potential curve from
experiment20 is provided also for comparison. While the uncorrected ab initio potential curve gives a bond length and
dissociation energy closer to the experimental values, the
points on the uncorrected curve do not lie near the experimental one. On the other hand, the points on the corrected
curve in the attractive region agree almost exactly with the
experimental curve. This region of the experimental potential
is the portion which has been most reliably measured.30 The
quality of the observed agreement between experiment and
calculation in the region where the experimental results are
on their firmest footing suggests that the technique and basis
sets used are giving realistic and trustworthy results. Note
also that correcting for BSSE affects not just the energy, but
also the bond length; the minimum in the calculated potential
is pushed further out after correction. This reflects the decrease in BSSE as separation between the atoms increases.
Because BSSE clearly has a profound effect on the energy of
weakly bound molecules, and because the structure of previously unknown and weakly bound molecules are being
sought ~triplet KrF2 and Kr–F2 van der Waals complex!,
subtraction of BSSE from the minimum energy geometry of
such species is necessary to make sure they are truly bound.
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TABLE II. BSSE-corrected CCSD~T! bond lengths and binding energies of
KrF1 for various basis sets.
Basis set
~Kr/F!
ECP-1/HUZ
SHA/WMR
ECP-1/WMR
Previous
calculation
Experiment

R e (Å)
1.77
1.76
1.75
1.752a

D e (eV)
1.70
1.78
1.82
1.94a
D 0 >1.58b

a

Reference 7; this is the result of an SCF-CI calculation, without BSSE
correction.
b
Reference 33.

FIG. 2. BSSE-corrected CCSD~T! potential energy curves for KrF, compared with experiment, using the following basis-set combinations: SHA/
HUZ, ECP-1/HUZ, SHA/WMR, ECP-1/WMR. Experimental curve is from
Ref. 20.

Figure 2 displays the CCSD~T! potential curves of KrF,
corrected for BSSE, for four combinations of basis sets. All
result in bound potentials, the first calculated for this molecule, though quantitative agreement on the attractive wall
apparently requires the use of the WMR basis set for fluorine. Agreement is marginally better for ECP-1/WMR than
for SHA/WMR. Use of the ECP-1/basis set is preferred over
use of SHA due to the computer time saved by neglecting the
core electrons of krypton, but it is interesting nonetheless to
note that the nonrelativistic SHA basis set performs almost
as well as the relativistic ECP-1 basis set. Table I gives
CCSD~T! bond lengths and dissociation energies of KrF for
the various basis-set combinations, both corrected and uncorrected for BSSE. Note that the dissociation energies are calculated with respect to the energies of the separated atoms
Kr~1S) and F~2P). ~As spin-orbit coupling was not included
in any of these calculations, no reference is made to the
j-states of the separated atoms.! Experimental values are provided for comparison.
Considering the high level of theory at which the calculation is performed, and the care with which it is applied,
there is still considerable disagreement between the experiTABLE I. CCSD~T! bond lengths and binding energies of KrF for various
basis sets, with and without BSSE correction.
Basis set
~Kr/F!
SHA/HUZ
ECP-1/HUZ
SHA/WMR
ECP-1/WMR
Experiment
a

Reference 20.

BSSE corrected

Uncorrected

R e (Å)

D e (eV)

R e (Å)

D e (eV)

3.47
3.42
3.27
3.27
2.875a

0.006 26
0.006 78
0.011 30
0.011 81
0.030 1a

3.26
3.260
3.07
3.08

0.014 91
0.014 01
0.027 03
0.024 78

mental and the best calculated potential curves. Schröder
et al.14 observed similar disagreement in their CCSD~T! calculations on XeF ~using a relativistic effective core potential
basis set for Xe, and an augmented, correlation-consistent
basis set for F!. They suggested that this reflects a failure of
the coupled-cluster technique to accurately reflect the multiconfigurational nature of the wave function.14 These
workers14 then applied the multireference-averaged coupledpair functional ~MR-ACPF! technique in order to incorporate
some of the charge-transfer states into the ground-state wave
function; this resulted in a 28% increase in the dissociation
energy of XeF over CCSD~T!, uncorrected for BSSE. Then,
the effects of spin-orbit coupling, quite large for Xe1 , were
also included in the calculation.14 The resulting potential
minimum, uncorrected for BSSE, agrees very closely with
experimental values for bond length and dissociation energy,
the latter improved over the CCSD~T! value by about 43%.14
It is expected that a treatment which takes into account
the fractional charge-transfer character of the ground state of
KrF, as well as the spin-orbit coupling associated with the
partially positively charged krypton atom, will increase the
dissociation energy and perhaps reduce the disagreement between calculated results and experiment. Our calculated dipole moment ~0.014 D, with fluorine on the negative end! is
surely too small, indicating a need to include the mixing of
covalent and charge-transfer states into the calculation. Because such mixing is included in the calculations of Dunning
and Hay,9–11 their dipole moment for the ground state of KrF
~0.25 D at 3.25 Å!10 is certainly more accurate than ours.
Using this value for the dipole moment and the spin-orbit
coupling of the Kr1~2P) ion ~0.67 eV!,31 a crude estimate is
obtained for the spin-orbit coupling in the ground state of
KrF on the order of ;0.01 eV.32 The fact that this estimate is
of the same order as our calculated dissociation energy suggests a calculation including both mixing of covalent and
charge-transfer states and a careful treatment of spin-orbit
effects could bring theoretical results significantly closer to
experiment in the region of the minimum. We intend to perform such a calculation in the near future by application of a
multireference technique.
B. KrF1

Table II gives the BSSE-corrected CCSD~T! bond
lengths and dissociation energies of KrF1 for various basisset combinations, as well as the literature values for these
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TABLE III. BSSE-corrected CCSD~T! bond lengths and binding energies of
KrF2 for various basis sets.
Basis set
~Kr/F!
SHA/HUZ
ECP-1/HUZ
SHA/WMR
ECP-1/WMR
Previous
calculation
Experiment

R e (Å)

D e (eV)

1.92
1.91
1.90
1.89
1.907a
1.919b
1.876 9b

0.470
0.524
0.575
0.771
0.39a
1.01c

a

Reference 3; this is the result of an SCF-CI calculation, without BSSE
correction.
b
Reference 6. The calculated bond length quoted here from Ref. 6 is the
result of a CCSD~T! calculation using a different basis set, without BSSE
correction; the authors point out that their CCSD bond length, 1.887 6 Å, is
closer to the experimental bond length than that of CCSD~T!.
c
Reference 34.

quantities. The separated atom limit to which the dissociation
energies are referenced corresponds to a ground-state krypton cation @ Kr1~2P)] and a fluorine atom in its ground state
@ F~2P)]. The dissociation energy from previous calculations
originates from SCF-CI calculations, without accounting for
BSSE.7 The results presented here are of significantly higher
quality, and thus may supplant the currently accepted value
until a more definitive experimental measurement is made on
this species. As such, the largest BSSE-corrected dissociation energy calculated in this work, 1.82 eV ~using ECP-1/
WMR!, may be taken as a more accurate estimate of the
dissociation energy for this ion.

C. Singlet KrF2 „ground state…

Table III shows the BSSE-corrected bond lengths and
dissociation energies for the KrF2 singlet ground state, as
well as experimental measurements, and the computational
results of others for comparison. The dissociation energies
are referenced to a separated-atom limit consisting of a
ground-state krypton atom @ Kr~1S)] and two ground-state
fluorine atoms @ F~2P)]. Note that the results presented here
are the first to account for BSSE in this molecule. Further,
there is only one previously published calculation for the
dissociation energy of KrF2 . 3 Bond lengths are comparable
to those previously calculated, and the dissociation energies
are a substantial fraction of the experimentally measured
value.
KrF2 and the other noble-gas difluorides serve as examples of nonadditivity of bond energies. Assuming the
bond energy of a single Kr–F bond in KrF2 is just half the
total dissociation energy of the molecule, this bond energy
~0.505 eV!34,35 is more than 15 times larger than the dissociation energy of KrF ~0.030 1 eV!.20 A similar disparity is
observed when considering the Kr–F bond lengths in KrF
and KrF2 . A simple way to understand this disparity is to
consider a model for bonding in KrF2 which applies the concept of resonance.36 The familiar Lewis structure for KrF2
can be redrawn in terms of two resonance structures:
~ F–Kr!1F2↔F2~Kr–F! 1 .

FIG. 3. Uncorrected CCSD~T! potential energy curve for KrF using the
ECP-1/HUZ basis-set combination, compared with experiment and the
BSSE-corrected CCSD~T! potential energy curve using SHA/WMR. Experimental curve is from Ref. 20.

In a single resonance structure, the Kr and F atoms in the
KrF1 cation are held together by a covalent bond, while the
F2 is bound to KrF1 by Coulomb attraction. The Kr–F bond
length one would expect from this model would be somewhere between that for KrF1 and, approximately, that for
Kr1F2 , one of the excited charge-transfer states of KrF. The
KrF1 bond length calculated above is 1.75 Å, and the most
recent estimate of the equilibrium separation for the B ~1/2!
charge transfer state of KrF, based on spectroscopic data, is
2.335 Å.30 The experimentally observed Kr–F bond length
in KrF2 , 1.876 9 Å,6 falls between these two values, as this
model predicts. Further, the Mullikan atomic charges calculated using the ECP-1/WMR basis-set combination are
10.957 for krypton and 20.478 for fluorine, close to what
would be expected according to the resonance structures.
D. Triplet KrF2

In the determination of the KrF2 triplet state structure,
CPU time became a limiting factor with regard to how the
calculations were performed. Even with the smallest basisset combination, ECP-1/HUZ, computation of a single-point
energy required more than three hours on the Cray C90; any
of the larger basis sets would use still more ungainly
amounts of CPU time. Fortunately, a comparison of results
from the KrF calculations shows that this particular basis-set
combination, when left uncorrected for BSSE, coincides reasonably closely with the attractive wall of the experimental
potential. This is shown in Fig. 3, where this uncorrected
KrF potential is compared with both experiment and with the
BSSE-corrected SHA/WMR potential. It appears that neglect
of BSSE nearly cancels the error associated with using a less
complete fluorine basis set. Because BSSE decreases with
increasing bond length, these errors may not cancel at internuclear distances greater than those shown in Fig. 3. However, as will be shown, the minimum triplet structure has a
Kr–F bond length not unlike that calculated for KrF, and this
implies that the most important region for the triplet is one
where such cancellation is nearly exact. For this reason, and
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TABLE IV. Uncorrected CCSD~T! structures and energies for KrF2 triplet
and Kr–F2 van der Waals complex.

Triplet KrF2
Kr–F2 van der
Waals complex
a

Kr–F
Bond length
~Å!

F–Kr–F
Bond angle

F–F
Separation
~Å!

Binding
energya
~eV!

3.269
3.668

71 deg
22.2 deg

3.797
1.442

0.028 07
1.396 8

These binding energies are referenced to the energy of the separated
ground-state atoms, Kr~1S) and two F~2P).

in the interest of saving CPU time, the ECP-1/HUZ basis-set
combination without BSSE correction was used to determine
the KrF2 triplet-state structure. However, a BSSE calculation
was performed at the minimum energy configuration in order
to ensure that the corrected binding energy of the molecule
was still sufficient to hold all of the atoms together.
The resulting structure is unexpected; results are summarized in Table IV. The F–Kr–F bond angle is quite small, at
71 deg, and the Kr–F bond lengths are 3.269 Å, on the order
of the ~uncorrected! calculated bond length of KrF using this
same basis-set combination ~3.260 Å!. The F–F separation in
this structure is 3.797 Å. The uncorrected binding energy of
the triplet at the minimum is 0.028 06 eV; subtracting the
BSSE for this geometry gives an energy 0.009 01 eV below
that of separated ground-state atoms. These binding energies
are referenced to the energies of the separated atoms, one
Kr~1S) atom and two F~2P) atoms. Note that the latter triplet
binding energy is not the binding energy of the BSSEcorrected minimum; as stated earlier, correcting for BSSE
changes the geometry of the minimum. Such a study, were it
to be performed, would reveal a slightly larger binding energy and somewhat longer Kr–F bond lengths. However,
note that the corrected energy of the uncorrected minimum is
significantly larger that the BSSE-corrected dissociation energy of KrF using the same basis sets. This implies that the
energy of the triplet minimum is lower than that of separated
KrF and F; hence, the triplet state of KrF2 is truly bound.
Note also, given what was learned from the study of KrF,
that the actual Kr–F bond lengths are expected to be shorter,
and the total binding energy of the molecule is expected to
be greater.
The structure of this molecule is sufficiently unusual to
need some attempt at interpretation. The two fluorines,
though not separated by a proper bond length, are nonetheless close enough to interact. Interestingly, almost all of the
spin density resides on the fluorine atoms, and the dipole
moment of the triplet is quite small ~0.072 3 D!. It is possible
that the krypton is serving to stabilize the lowest triplet state
of F2 . No experimental evidence exists suggesting that the
lowest triplet of F2 is bound, and CCSD~T! calculations on
this state using the HUZ basis set failed to find a minimum in
the diatomic potential out to a separation of 5.50 Å. Hence,
the evidence supports such an interpretation.
On the other hand, it is possible that, in the actual triplet
KrF2 species, an electronic configuration corresponding to
the krypton atom in its lowest triplet state interacting with
singlet F2 contributes significantly. In such a case, the mul-
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ticonfigurational character of the wave function would be
critical to its ground-state structure. Application of multireference techniques to this problem will be applied in the near
future to investigate this possibility.
E. Kr–F2 van der Waals complex

As in the case of triplet KrF2 , the ECP-1/HUZ basis-set
combination was used to study the Kr–F2 van der Waals
complex. Results are summarized in Table IV. The structure
corresponding to the minimum in energy, uncorrected for
BSSE, is the expected T-shaped complex, where the distance
between the two fluorines is 1.442 Å, and the distance from
the krypton atom to the midpoint between the two fluorines
is 3.600 Å. The Kr–F bond length for this complex is 3.668
Å, and the F–Kr–F bond angle is 22.2 deg. The total uncorrected binding energy of the van der Waals complex is calculated to be 1.396 8 eV. The reference for this energy is, as
in all other cases presented here, the energy of the separated
atoms in their ground states, one Kr~1S) atom and two F~2P)
atoms ~as opposed to Kr and F2 ).
The F–F bond length calculated above ~1.442 Å! is
identical to the uncorrected CCSD~T! bond length for the
ground state of F2 calculated using this basis set ~HUZ!.
From this, we can deduce that the bonding in F2 is not
greatly affected by the presence of the krypton. The uncorrected CCSD~T! dissociation energy for F2 resulting
from this calculation is 1.381 7 eV. ~Experimental values
for F2 : R e 51.419 3 Å, D e 51.66 eV.) 37 Subtracting the
CCSD~T! dissociation energy of F2 from that of the van der
Waals complex yields the uncorrected binding energy of F2
to Kr, 0.015 1 eV; correcting for BSSE between F2 and Kr at
this geometry results in a binding energy of 0.005 8 eV.
In comparing the results of the calculations on the van
der Waals complex to those on the triplet state, it is clear that
the singlet potential surface lies at a lower energy than the
triplet surface at all points. This is mainly due to the magnitude of the dissociation energy of F2 in its ground state. At
the geometry of the triplet state, a singlet calculation gives a
total uncorrected binding energy of 1.239 5 eV, which is a
total of 0.142 2 eV above the uncorrected F2 –Kr binding
energy of the van der Waals complex. Thus, singlet KrF2 in
this particular configuration would likely dissociate to Kr
and F2 . The relative total energies of the singlet and triplet
potentials, however, imply that the triplet may readily cross
to the singlet surface, particularly in the presence of the
highly charged krypton nucleus, with its significant spinorbit coupling.
IV. CONCLUSION

Results of ab initio calculations on KrF, KrF1 , groundstate linear KrF2 , triplet KrF2 , and the Kr–F2 van der Waals
complex have been presented. Among these are the first calculations showing KrF to be a bound molecule, in agreement
with experiment. The results for KrF1 and linear KrF2 bond
length agree with previous calculation, but the BSSEcorrected dissociation energies presented here are of a higher
quality. The minimum in the triplet-state potential surface
corresponds to a bent structure for the molecule, with a very
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small F–Kr–F bond angle ~71 deg!. The van der Waals complex appears to correspond to an essentially unperturbed F2
molecule bound to a Kr atom in the expected T-shaped configuration. Given the expected higher quality of MR-ACPF
calculations relative to CCSD~T!, as demonstrated with
XeF,14 it is likely that further work on the triplet KrF2 species is required using multireference-based correlation methods.
The fact that the triplet-state potential surface is higher
in energy than that of the singlet surface suggests, with regard to the hypothesis stated at the beginning of this paper,
that the van der Waals complex is the most likely candidate
of the two suggested to be the as-yet uncharacterized fluorescent species. On the other hand, one would not expect the
spectroscopy of the van der Waals complex to be so similar
to that of the monofluoride, as is observed for the new
krypton-containing species.15 It is possible that in the environment of a low-temperature matrix, the triplet may be able
to avoid intersystem crossing. A more definitive test of this
hypothesis requires the study of the excited states of these
species. Calculations on the analogous xenon species are currently underway.
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